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Here follows a listing of some of the significant issues responded to by The Public’s Radio, 
Providence, Rhode Island along with the most significant programming treatment of those 
issues for the period of 01/01/21 to 03/31/21.  The listing is by no means exhaustive. The 
order in which the issues appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

1. Culture/ January 8, 2021
In Dominican culture, baseball is the only sport that matters. One youth baseball organization in 
Providence taps into that power to support Dominican immigrant families and build futures for 
kids on and off the field.
Length: 28:00

 2. Politics/January 18, 2021
After the police killing of George Floyd last May, Black Lives Matter activists began holding a 
weekly protest outside the post office in downtown Westerly. They’ve returned for Sunday 
demonstrations ever since, whether drawing a crowd of dozens or just a few people. Alex Nunes 
reports.

Length 06:01

3. Politics/January 25, 2021
As the Biden administration begins, The Public’s Radio is presenting views from residents of 
Rhode Island and Massachusetts. Among them is Pat Moran of Foster, a conservative voter who 
offers his thoughts on our new Commander-In-Chief while reflecting on the Trump presidency. 
He spoke with reporter Joe Tasca outside of a local firehouse.

Length: 04:40

4. Politics/January 25, 2021
Description.Joe Biden will be inaugurated Wednesday as our 46th president. The Public’s Radio 
has been reporting on what this moment in our political history means to local residents. Mwangi 
Gitahi is an activist with the group TASK, Toward an Antiracist South Kingstown. He’s also an 
immigrant from Kenya and a follower of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s principles of non-
violence. He tells South County Bureau Reporter Alex Nunes he’s excited about the possibilities 
for change under new leadership.

Length: 05:44

5. Equity and Inclusion/February 9, 2021
Newport is known for having some of the most extravagant homes in the country, but the city is 
also one of the few communities in Rhode Island hitting statewide goals for affordable housing. 
Many of those homes are concentrated in the North End, an area where lower housing costs offer 
alternatives to Newport residents who can’t afford to live in other pricey neighborhoods. Some 
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locals worry that could change with a new plan for redevelopment in the North End. Antonia 
Ayres-Brown reports.

Length 7:02

6. February 25, 2021
CVS Health has a new policy about what to do with leftover doses of the COVID-19 vaccine. 
And it may mean extra doses at the end of the day wind up in the trash. Sofia Rudin reports.

Length 1:49

7. Health, March 2, 2021
Last May, a densely populated wing of a jail in Dartmouth, Massachusetts erupted in violence 
amid growing tensions over coronavirus safety. Why are the jail's inmates now refusing the 
vaccine? Ben Berke reports.

Length 04:42

8. Health/March 22, 2021
Navigating the state’s vaccine registration system remains challenging, especially for residents 
with no reliable internet access or time to hunt for openings. The nonprofit is targeting 
neighborhoods in two of the city’s hardest-hit zip codes, which includes Olneyville, the West 
End, Federal Hill and Silver Lake.  Lynn Arditi reports.
Length: 03:22

9. Equity and Inclusion/ March 24, 2021
Last week, the Vatican declared that priests cannot bless same-sex unions, crushing many 
Catholics’ hopes for greater inclusivity in the Church. But at Salve Regina University, a school 
with a long Catholic tradition, students and faculty are moving forward with efforts to make its 
campus a more accepting place for the LGBTQ+ community.

Length: 05:26

10. Environment/ March 31, 2021
Rhode Island boasts of its nearly 400 miles of shoreline, yet the state’s eight public saltwater 
beaches border less than seven miles of that waterfront. Much of the remaining land along the 
shore is privately owned. The public has the legal right to the coastal waterfront, but wealthy 
shoreline communities are getting more exclusive. Special fire districts—which sometimes don’t 
even fight fires at all—are a big factor in the growing tensions over shoreline access.

https://ridoh-covid-19-response-geography-site-rihealth.hub.arcgis.com/

